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ABSTRACT 

The coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) frequently involves the respiratory system causing pneumonia. The disease started 
in December 2019 and is now a global pandemic. The disease is not limited to the respiratory system and cardiac, cutaneous, 
and neurological involvement has been reported. Psychiatric features of agitation and delirium have also been described             
in COVID-19. It is yet to be determined whether this will have any long term effect on the quality of life of these patients.      
We report a case of delirium in a COVID-19 patient who had also developed spontaneous pneumothorax on the day 15 of 
illness. Few of such case reports have been reported internationally but to the best of authors' knowledge, no such case has 
been reported in Pakistan. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The present pandemic of coronavirus disease 
(COVID-19) started in Dec 2019 in Wuhan China. Since 
then it has spread globally. About 1-2% of patients suf-
fer from critical illness1. COVID-19 still remains a glo-
bal challenge2. It is caused by severe acute respiratory 
syndrome coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2)3. This virus is 
highly contagious and still no vaccine or effective treat-
ment is approved, Worldwide4. However, World Hea-
lth Organization (WHO) has reported prevention, iso-
lation, education, transmission control and treatment 
of infected individuals are important steps for COVID-
19 Control5. Pakistan is also affected with this disease 
(319,848 confirmed cases till 13 Oct, 2020)6. 

Pneumonia is the most common clinical condition 
in patients having pulmonary involvement. SARS 
CoV-2 can also affect gastrointestinal, cardiovascular, 
neurological, and other systems1. Although data is not 
available on psychiatric illness in COVID-19, it has 
been mentioned in previous Corona Virus infections7. 
We describe a case of a female patient with COVID-19 
pneumonia, developing delirium on day 3 and sponta-
neous pneumothorax on day 15 of admission.  

CASE REPORT 

A 45-year lady presented to the emergency depar-
tment with fever, cough, shortness of breath, and chest 
pain. She was in contact with a COVID-19 patient.     
On physical examination, the temperature was 38.5°C, 
heart rate 110/min, respiratory rate 25/minute, and 
blood pressure was 150/100 mmHg. Saturation of 

peripheral oxygen (SpO2) was 87% on room air and 
92% with nasal oxygen cannula @ 5 liters. She had 
Diabetes Mellitus and was on Insulin. Keeping in view 
her clinical state and contact history, chest radiograph 
and HRCT were done which showed typical features 
of COVID-19 with CVCT 1, CORADS 5, 75% lung 
involvement. Her specialized blood works including 
C-reactive protein (CRP), Ferritin, LDH, D-Dimers, 
throat, and nasopharyngeal swabs for SARS COV-2 
PCR were sent. She was admitted for inpatient care. 
Oxygen therapy, antibiotics, Methylprednisolone, and 
Enoxaparin were started. Her real-time PCR for SARS 
CoV-2 came positive. 

On day 2 of illness, mental state changes were 
observed. On day 3, she became agitated, combative, 
and increasingly hypoxic because of non-compliance 
with oxygen therapy. Haloperidol and Promethazine 
were started after a psychiatric consultation. She had 
to be kept on regular doses for the next 1 week and 
was switched to Tab. Quetiapine orally later. Delirium 
resolved by day 30 of admission. 

The course of COVID-19 was progressive with 
increasing oxygen requirements titrated by Venturi 
oxygen mask, a non-rebreathing mask, and finally 
escalated to NIPPV with a pressure support of 15cm, 
PEEP of 8 cm and FiO2 of 0.1. The patient continued to 
improve. By day 15, requirement reduced to 35% by 
Venturi mask @6 liters. In the evening she suddenly 
deteriorated, with a respiratory rate of 30/min, SpO2 
of 92% with NRBM @15 liters. A repeat chest radio-
graph was ordered and complete blood count, D-
Dimers, Ferritin, and CRP were sent. The radiograph 
showed pneumothorax in the left upper lobe, with no 
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evidence of surgical emphysema. A chest drain was 
placed. 

A repeat HRCT on day 17 showed resolving pne-
umothorax in the left upper lobe and interval resolu-
tion of lung parenchymal changes with 25-50% lung 
involvement. The chest tube was removed on day 22 
after the complete resolution of pneumothorax. The 
patient became oxygen-free by day 27. 

DISCUSSION 

As COVID-19 spreads globally, intense research 
in its pathophysiology, clinical presentation, and treat-
ment modalities continues. The disease has SARS CoV-
2 as its causative agent1. 

Pneumonia is the most frequent clinical condition 
and leads to the dreaded complication of acute respi-
ratory distress syndrome and respiratory failure. The 
virus gains entry into the cell by attaching to ACE2 
receptors expressed in the lungs, heart, ileum, kidneys, 
and bladder8.  

In the lungs, ACE2 receptors are expressed highly 
on epithelial cells. The viral RNA enters the cell 

nucleus and replicates with the release of viral par-
ticles. The ACE2 receptors are richly expressed on the 
apical side of the epithelial cells in the alveolar space3. 
The virus can likely enter and destroy them. Our case 
had severe lung disease at presentation. She did not 
have any underlying pulmonary disease, did not sm-
oke, and had no structural abnormality predisposing 
her for pneumothorax. She had bouts of severe cough 
in the initial few days of illness but she developed 

spontaneous pneumothorax later in the course of ill-
ness. About 1% of COVID-19 patients have a pneumo-
thorax. The literature has described the presence of 
pneumatocoeles in COVID-19 pneumonia as a result  
of widespread alveolar damage9. Our case developed 
pneumothorax in the recovery phase and did not have 
evidence of superimposed infection (procalcitonin 0.17 
ng/ml). We believe that widespread alveolar damage 
and severe bouts of cough resulted in structural chan-
ges causing a pneumothorax. Another differential was 
a pulmonary embolism (PE) with D-Dimer levels of 
1550 ng/ml. However, as the patient was already on 
therapeutic anticoagulation and with new pneumotho-

   

Figure-1(a): Chest radiograph showing 
bilateral ground glass haze more on 
right side. 

Figure-1(b,c): HRCT axial view showing bilateral ground glass haze more on 
right side.  

   

Figure-2(a): Chest radiograph showing 
left apical pneumothorax, with ground 
glass haze. 

Figure-2(b): HRCT showing left apical 
pneumothorax. 

Figure-2(c): HRCT showing chest tube 
in place with pleural effusion left 
lung. 
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rax the probability of PE being the cause of decompen-
sation was unlikely. A high index of suspicion for the 
clinical possibility of pneumothorax is needed in pati-
ents recovering from disease and deteriorating sudd-
enly as it carries significant morbidity and mortality. 

Clinical states that have been seen are headache, 
dizziness, altered consciousness, smell and taste dis-
orders, strokes, seizures, encephalitis, and polyneuro-
pathy. Critically ill patients have a higher proportion 
of these complications10. Encephalopathic features of 
agitation and delirium have also been described in 
COVID-19. It is also not known whether this state will 
prolong after the respiratory symptoms and hypoxia 
have settled, causing any long term cognitive deficit or 
quality of life impairment.  
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